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Abstract.
A function / analytic in the unit disk is called a semi-Bloch function if, for each complex number X, the function gx(z) = exp(A/(z)) is a
normal function. We give both an analytic and a geometric characterization
of semi-Bloch functions, together with some examples to show that semi-Bloch
functions are not closed under either addition or multiplication.

1. Introduction

and preliminaries

A function / analytic in the unit disk D is called a Bloch function if

sup{|/'(z)|(l-|z|2):ze7>}

= |L/lU<°°-

The collection of Bloch functions forms an interesting and much studied linear
space (see, for example, [2, 3]). A function / meromorphic in D is called a
normal function if
sup{/#(z)(l

- |z|2) : z £ D} = Cf < oo,

where

/»(z)=

J ()
is the spherical derivative of /
g(z) = exp(/(z)), then

WW

i + l/WP

(see [6]). If f(z)

is a Bloch function and

'•w''-''f»^ir.Xi'i/,(ziii'-|zi'»siji'
and thus g is a normal function. This fact was noted by Tse [7, Theorem 11,
p. 70]. A function / analytic in D is called a semi-Bloch function if, for each
complex number X, the function gx(z) = exp(Xf(z)) is a normal function. By
the discussion above, a Bloch function is also a semi-Bloch function. Colonna
[4] showed that a semi-Bloch function must be a normal function, and that
there exist semi-Bloch functions which are not Bloch functions.
In this note, we give both an analytic characterization and a geometric characterization for semi-Bloch functions. In addition, we show by example that the
sum of two semi-Bloch functions need not be a semi-Bloch function, and also
that the square of a semi-Bloch function need not be a semi-Bloch function.
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For a function / analytic on a region Q, we may consider / as a composition n o f, where / is a one-to-one mapping from Q onto the Riemann
surface Rf, and n is the projection mapping from the covering surface 7?^
onto f(Q). Here, the local coordinate system on Rf is taken so that, if V is
an open set in 7?^, then the coordinates of V are the same as the usual coordinates on n(V). We say that a set V on 7?^ is a schlicht disk if there exists
a disk A on the complex plane such that both V is a component of n~x(A)
and the mapping n: V —>A is one-to-one. If V is a schlicht disk, we will refer
to the radius of A as the radius of V, and the center of V will be the point
which projects onto the center of A. If z € Q, we define

df(z) = sup{r : V is a schlicht disk on 7?/
with center f(z) and radius r}.

If Q = D, it is known that if V is a schlicht disk on Rf with center /(z0)
and radius r then
|/'(z0)|(l-|z0|2)>c7/(z0)

(see [2]). The main result of this paper is based on this inequality, and is the
following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let f be a function analytic in D. Then the following are equiva-

lent:
(i) f ts a semi-Bloch function.
(ii) For each line L in the complex plane,
sup{|/'(z)|(l

- |z|2) : f(z) £L} = ML< oo.

(iii) For each line L in the complex plane,

sup{df(z) : f(z) £ L} = DL < oo.
Here, condition (ii) is an analytic criterion and condition (iii) is a geometric
criterion for a function to be semi-Bloch.

2. The proof of Theorem

1

We begin with the following simple lemma.

Lemma 1. If f is a function analytic tn D, and if c is a constant, then f is a
semi-Bloch function if and only if f + c is a semi-Bloch function.
Proof. For a fixed complex number X,
exp{A(/(z) + c)} = exp(Xc) exp{A/(z)} = k exp{A/(z)},

where k = exp(Xc) is a constant. It is easily verified that a constant multiple
of a normal function is a normal function. Thus, if / is a semi-Bloch function
then f + c is also a semi-Bloch function. The converse follows from the fact

that f=(f

+ c) + (-c).

Our second lemma is a kind of converse to a well-known theorem of Hurwitz.
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Lemma 2. Let fi be a region bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve, and let
{Fn} be a sequence of functions analytic on fi, the closure of fi, such that the
sequence {Fn} converges uniformly to a function F which is univalent on fi.
Let K be a compact subset of fi, and let E = F(K). There exists a positive
integer no such that, for each n > no, there exists a compact subset K„ of fi
such that Fn(K„) = E and Fn is univalent on Kn.
Proof. We note that F is a homeomorphism from fi to 7(fi), and so E is
a compact subset of 7(fi). For each function G analytic on fi and for each

w not in the set G(dQ), define
tr w)x = ^—r
X /(
n(G,

a
„, G'(z)
, —dz.

2mJmG(z)-w

Here, n(G, w) is the number of times G assumes the value w in the region fi
(and, in fact, on the closed set fi), and n(G, w) must be a nonnegative integer.
Since the set F(dQ.)P\E = 0 , and since the sequence {F„} converges uniformly
to F on fi, there exists a positive integer nx such that Fn(dQ.)nE = 0 for each
n > nx . Further, if w £ F(Q) - E, then we have n(F„, w) -> n(F ,w) = l.
Suppose that there exists a sequence {wKk} of points in E such that
n(Fnk, w„k) ^ 1 for each k . Since 7s is a compact set, by considering a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that the subsequence {wnk} converges
to a point Wo £ E. But, because of the uniform convergence of the sequence
{Fn} on fi, we have that

.

1

/

t-;(z)

_^_L /

F'(z)

* 2ni Jdil F(z) -w0

dz- 1

But this convergence requires that n(F„k, wHk)= 1 for all but a finite number of
k , contradicting our assumption that n(F„k, w„k) ^ 1 for each k . It follows
that there exists «o such that n(Fn , w) = 1 for each n > «o and each w £ E .
To finish the proof, let Kn = F~'(E),
and we have that F„: Kn —►
E is oneto-one for each « > «0 • This proves the lemma.
We need one more lemma, which may be of independent interest.

Lemma 3. Let f be a function analytic in D, let L be a line In the complex
plane, and define the two numbers DL and Ml by

DL = suv{df(z):f(z)£L}

and
ML = sup{\f(z)\(l-\z\2):f(z)£L}.
Then Dr. = 00 if and only if Ml = 00.
Proof. It follows from the inequality |/'(z)|(l - |z|2) > df(z) that ML>DL.
Thus, to prove the lemma we need only show that DL = oc whenever ML = 00 .
We may assume, without loss of generality, that L is the real line, since
any line can be moved to the real line by a rotation and translation, and these
motions will not change properties of the derivative or of schlicht disks.
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Suppose that Ml = oo . Then there exists a sequence {z„} of points in D

such that f(z„) £ L and \f'(z„)\(l - |z„|2) -> oo . Letting
y„(z) = (z + z„)/(l

+ z„z)

and

gn(z) = f(y„(z))

- f(zn),

we have that gn(0) = 0 for each n and g'„(0) —►
oo, so it follows that the
sequence {g«(z)} is not a normal family in D. Thus, by a result of Zalcman
[9, Lemma, p. 814], there exists a sequence of points {Cn} in D and a sequence
of positive real numbers pn —►
0 such that, if h„(t) = gn(£n + Pnt), then the
sequence {hn(t)} converges uniformly on each compact subset of the complex
plane to a nonconstant entire function h(t). By a result of Ahlfors [1, p. 191]
(or see [8, Theorem VI.8, p. 257]), for each positive integer j sufficiently large,
there exists a schlicht disk Vj on Rn , the Riemann surface image of h , where

Vj lies over the disk {w :\w - j\\ < j + 1/10}. Let

Qj = {t£h-x(VJ):\h(t)-j\\<j}

and let
KJ = {t£ilj:\h(t)-j\\<j/2}.
Fixing ; large, we may apply Lemma 2 by letting fi = fi;, K = Kj , F = h ,
and F„ = hn to obtain that there exists an integer «o (depending only on the
fixed function h and the fixed integer j) such that, for n > no there exists a
compact subset S„ of fi such that h„ maps Sn conformally onto h(K), that
is, the image of hn contains a schlicht disk with center over the real axis and
radius j/2. But the image of hn is a translation by the real number -f(zn)
of the image of f, and thus it follows that 7?/, the Riemann surface image of
/, contains a schlicht disk with center on L and radius j/2. But since we may
choose j as large as we please, we conclude that Dl = oo . This completes the

proof of the lemma.
We now proceed to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 3, we have that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent.
Thus, to prove the theorem, we need to show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
First, suppose / is a semi-Bloch function, and let L be a line in the complex
plane. We may assume, without loss of generality, that L is the imaginary
axis, for if not, there exist complex numbers X and a with |A| = 1 such that
{w = Xz + a : z £ L} is the imaginary axis, and, in view of Lemma 1, the
function Xf(z) + a is a semi-Bloch function. Letting g(z) = exp(f(z)) and

f(z) £ L, we have \g(z)\ = 1 and thus
(l-|z|V(z)
where cg = sup{g#(z)(l

= I(l-|z|2)|/'(z)|<c,,

- |z|2) : z £ D} < oo since g is a normal function. It

follows that
sup{(l - |z|2)|/'(z)|

: f(z) £L} = ML<2cg<oo.

This proves that (i) implies (ii).
Now suppose that (ii) is satisfied. Let X ^ 0 be given, let L be a line such
that {w = Xz : z £ L} is the imaginary axis, and let gx(z) = exp{A/(z)}.
Then, for f(z) £ L, we have that \gx(z)\ = 1, and
(1 - \z\2)g*(z) = i(l - |z|2)|a||/'(z)|

< {\X\ML.
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Since L contains an infinity of points, it follows from the five point theorem
of the second author [5, Theorem 2, p. 493] that gx is a normal function.
This shows that / is a semi-Bloch function and thus that (ii) implies (i). This
completes the proof of the theorem.

3. An example
We now consider the question raised by Colonna [4], as to whether semiBloch functions are closed under addition. We answer this question in the
negative.
Theorem 2. There exists a pair of semi-Bloch functions whose sum is not a semiBloch function. Also, there exists a semi-Bloch function whose square is not a
semi-Bloch function.
Proof. Both examples will make use of the following construction. For n > 3,
let zn = n\ + in , and let D„ be the circle with center at z„ and radius n-1.
For each n , let Ln be the line segment from the origin to the point z„ , and let
Sn be a narrow channel (a connected open set) containing the portion of L„
lying outside the unit disk such that the channels S„ are mutually disjoint and

S„ n Dj: = 0 for n ^ j, n > 3, j > 3. Let fi be the union of the sets Sn,Dn,
and the unit disk. Then fi is a simply connected open set. Let <pdenote the
one-to-one conformal mapping from the unit disk D onto fi. We claim that
both functions q>(z) and (<f>(z))2- 4 are semi-Bloch functions.
If L is any line in the complex plane, then it is easy to verify that the distance
from each point of Lnfi to the boundary of fi is bounded by a finite constant
CL which depends only on the line. Letting DL = Cl, we have, by Theorem
1, that <p is a semi-Bloch function. If we consider the function s(z) = z2, we
note that each set s(Dn) lies in a rectangle
{(x,y):(n\-n+l)2-(2n-

I)2 < x < (n\ + n - l)2 - 1,

2(n\ -n + l)<y<

2(n\ + n- l)(2n - 1)},

and it is easily verified that no line meets more than a finite number of these
rectangles. In addition, the set s(L„) is a line from the origin to the point
((«!)2 - n2, 2n • n\), this line has slope of the order of 2/(n - 1)!, and s(S„)
is a narrow channel containing most of s(Ln). It is easily verified that the
intersection of each line with the union of the sets s(S„) is bounded. Now set
h(z) = s o cj)(z) = (4>(z))2. The reasoning above shows that, for each fixed line
L, we have that DL = sup{d„(z) : h(z) £ L} is finite, and it follows from
Theorem 1 that h is a semi-Bloch function. Then, from Lemma 1, we have
that h(z) - 4 = ((f>(z))2- 4 is also a semi-Bloch function.
We claim that g(z) = (tp(z) - 2i)2 = ((</3(z))2- 4) - 4i<f)(z) is not a semiBloch function. To see this, we will show that the function S(Q = (C - 2i)2
sends the set Dn , n > 3 , into a set which contains a disk centered on the real
line and having radius at least 2n\ -(n-1)2.
It is clear that the function S is
univalent on D„ , for each n > 3.
If wo is the point on the boundary of Dn for which |5(ioo) - S(zn)\ =

inf{|S(u>) - S(z„)\ : w £ dDn}, then
|(iw0 - 2/)2 - (zn - 2i)2\ = \w0 + zn-

\w0 +zn - 4i\>Re(wo

+z„)>.2n\-(n-1),

4j'| \w0 -z„\,

and
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However, the imaginary part of (z„ - 2i)2 is 2(n - 2)(n\) so the set S(Dn) =
{co = (C - 2j')2 : C £ 7J)„} contains a schlicht disk centered at S(zn) with radius

|(«;o - 2j')2 - (z„ - 2j')2| > (2«! - (n - l))(n - 1),
and thus S(Dn) contains a schlicht disk centered on the real line with radius
\(w0 - 2i)2 - (z„ - 2i)2\ - lm(z„ - 2i)2 >2n\-(n-l)2.
Now it follows from Theorem 1 that g(z) = (tf>(z)- 2i)2 is not a semi-Bloch

function.
This same example proves both parts of Theorem 2, since g is both a sum
of two semi-Bloch functions, 4>2(z) - 4 and -Ai<j>(z), and the square of the
semi-Bloch function tp(z) - 2i.
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